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Poll: What Do You See? 




What do you see 1st?

• Gender
• Beauty
• Race

Chat In!





Welcome to a Discussion on Language Mattering….

 Today, we will look at the importance 
of our:

 And how they all coexist within the 
language behind signs and 
messages that we receive everyday.

 What we won’t have dedicated time to do today is:

 An entire workshop solely on

 Sexual Identity/Orientation 

 Gender or Trans Identity

 Racial, social and  reproductive 
justice

• Assumptions

• IMPACT

• Perceptions

• Impressions




Goals & Objectives

 Goals
 To recognize that language can have both, adverse effects or advantageous 

impact on people who want to be addressed differently from how they 
appear.

 Understand that when people feel respected, it affirms that they matter.

 Objectives
 Compare & contrast at least 2 terms that are commonly confused 

 Implement at least one new term or idea that will allow their audience to feel 
respected

 Identify one concept that they are clearer on as a result of this workshop









When we could see these

We still see these





 Similarly, we can receive 
different messages based 
on images that represent 
us or lack there of, it puts 
into question whether WE 
matter or if the opinion of 
society matters instead. It 
can trigger what we’ve 
been taught, or even 
experienced in terms of 
our race, social position or 
even what we have the 
right to access








Disclaimer

• This content and language is fluid & 

ever-changing

• Using language that the person is 

most comfortable with is ultimately 

the language we want to use. There 

is always a prescription

• People receive and process 

information differently 

• This workshop isn’t targeting 

definitions of gender/sexuality 

though we will review some terms

• Mistakes will be made & embraced

• Suggestions & feedback are 

welcome




FLOW

 Defining Language & 
Mattering

 Importance of 
Vocabulary

 Age & Language

 Impact & Hope

 Thoughts 







Language by Definition:

(2): a systematic means of 
communicating ideas or 
feelings by the use of 
conventionalized signs, 
sounds, gestures, or marks 
having understood meanings

(5): a formal system of signs 
and symbols (such as 
FORTRAN or a calculus in 
logic) including rules for the 
formation and 
transformation of admissible 
expressions





What’s the Difference? 
Clarifying Sexuality & Gender-Related Terms

• Sex 
• Sexual Orientation 
• Gay
• Transgender
• Intersex Person
• Drag Queen

• Gender
• Sexual Preference
• Homosexual
• Transsexual
• Hermaphrodite
• Transvestite

VS




Emerging Terms

 Gender-Expansive: 

 An adjective used to describe people that identify or express themselves in ways 
that broaden the culturally defined behavior or expression associated with 
one gender.




More Terms to be Aware of as an Ally 

 Microaggressions:

 A subtle but offensive comment or action directed at a minority or other non-
dominant group that is often unintentional or unconsciously reinforces a stereotype. 
e.g. "I don't see you as black.”

 Intersectionality:

 The interconnected nature of social categorizations such as race, class, and 
gender as they apply to a given individual or group, regarded as creating 
overlapping and interdependent systems of discrimination or disadvantage.(e.g. An 
Asian Trans woman experiencing discrimination because of her racial and gender 
identity).



 What’s your reaction?

Thumbs up if it’s 3

Clap your hands if it’s 4

Heart if it’s both.





 Rights vs 
Justice







Reproductive 
Justice NYC

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfwWNYc3sUA&feature=youtu.be






Equity vs 
Equality





for Language is 

Young Children:
If a child has identified as the opposite gender since early childhood, it is 
unlikely they will change their mind. Most people have some sense of 
their Gender identity between the ages of two and four years old. 

Teens
Another typical time for gender identity to come into question is at puberty. Many teens 
who have never exhibited anything outside the norm in their Gender expression or 
identity, start feeling differently as puberty approaches. 

https://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/228219/gender-identity


 IMPACT





Gender Who Gender What?





Thoughts & 
Take Aways

Questions




Resources

 http://www.actforyouth.net/youth_development/professionals/

 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/language

 https://www.itspronouncedmetrosexual.com/2018/10/the-genderbread-person-v4/

 https://www.transstudent.org/graphics

 https://www.thetrevorproject.org/2020/04/03/implications-of-covid-19-for-lgbtq-
youth-mental-health-and-suicide-prevention/

Videos

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfwWNYc3sUA&feature=youtu.be

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOmstbKVebM

http://www.actforyouth.net/youth_development/professionals/
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/language
https://www.itspronouncedmetrosexual.com/2018/10/the-genderbread-person-v4/
https://www.transstudent.org/graphics
https://www.thetrevorproject.org/2020/04/03/implications-of-covid-19-for-lgbtq-youth-mental-health-and-suicide-prevention/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfwWNYc3sUA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOmstbKVebM




Additional resources related to the impact of COVIID-19 on LGBTQ youth 
and youths over all challenges in access reproductive and mental health 

services. 

 https://reproductiverights.org/covid-19-cases-and-resources

 https://reproductiverights.org/sites/default/files/documents/Youth
%20Reproductive%20Rights%20%26%20the%20COVID-
19%20Response.pdf

 https://www.childtrends.org/publications/resources-to-support-
childrens-emotional-well-being-amid-anti-black-racism-racial-
violence-and-trauma

Video

 https://www.ted.com/talks/audrey_mason_hyde_toilets_bowties_ge
nder_and_me

https://reproductiverights.org/covid-19-cases-and-resources
https://reproductiverights.org/sites/default/files/documents/Youth%20Reproductive%20Rights%20%26%20the%20COVID-19%20Response.pdf
https://www.childtrends.org/publications/resources-to-support-childrens-emotional-well-being-amid-anti-black-racism-racial-violence-and-trauma
https://www.ted.com/talks/audrey_mason_hyde_toilets_bowties_gender_and_me




Thank You!!
 Marisol De Leon

 md696@cornel.edu





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOmstbKVebM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOmstbKVebM
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